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A lthough the only evidence-based and treatable risk factor for glaucoma is high intraocular pressure (IOP), 1 many glaucoma patients suffer from visual field (VF) defect progression even when their IOP is in the normal range. Thus, IOPindependent risk factors, such as vascular impairment, must be identified. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] However, as local blood flow (BF) can also be reduced secondary to neurodegeneration, 7 it is difficult to determine the cause and effect relationship between these factors. Nevertheless, there have been various etiologic studies on the influence of blood pressure (BP) and ocular perfusion pressure (OPP) on the prevalence, incidence, and progression of glaucoma. 8 Unfortunately, these studies have disagreed, finding that both high and low BP and OPP were risk factors for glaucoma. [9] [10] [11] Meanwhile, several other studies have found no association. 12, 13 These discrepancies might be because any kind of extreme change in BP, whether high or low, can cause BF reduction within the optic nerve head (ONH) (i.e., low diastolic BP causes low OPP and high systolic BP causes hypertensive vasoconstriction). To overcome this difficulty, direct ONH BF measurement might be preferred in this study field. Previous reports used laser Doppler flowmetry 14 or color Doppler imaging (CDI) [15] [16] [17] and reported that lower intraocular or retrobulbar BF at baseline was a risk factor for future glaucoma progression. Although these reports are valuable, they have several limitations specific to conventional BF measuring devices, such as their slow measurement time, low reproducibility, limited ability to measure BF within the deep areas of the ONH (i.e., CDI: retrobulbar, laser Doppler flowmetry: superficial ONH), [18] [19] [20] and inability to be used in a sectoral analysis.
Recently, laser speckle flowgraphy (LSFG) has been introduced as a clinical instrument for measuring ocular BF. LSFG is a quick, reproducible way to evaluate ocular BF. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] The main parameter of LSFG is tissue-area mean blur rate (MT), which has been reported to represent BF in the deep regions of the ONH near the lamina cribrosa and has been found to be usable for interindividual comparisons. 21, 28, 29 In addition to these advantages, the LSFG software provides pulse waveform parameters that have been reported to be associated with various systemic factors and ocular diseases. 23, 30, 31 Moreover, the software accompanying LSFG divides the ONH into four sectors, thus providing ONH-tissue BF parameters in different ONH sectors. It is known that glaucoma typically develops as inferior ONH rim degeneration and corresponding superior VF defects. 32 However, on the other hand, several reports indicate that systemic vascular impairment might contribute to atypical VF defects, involving the central to inferior field. [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] Therefore, an investigation of sectoral differences in the relationship between ONH-tissue BF and glaucomatous VF defects is important, and we believe the ability of LSFG to measure sector-by-sector ONH BF is advantageous for such an investigation.
In this retrospective medical chart review, we investigated sectoral differences in the relationship between baseline ONHtissue BF, represented by MT, and anatomically corresponding VF defect severity and future VF defect progression. Based on the results of this analysis, we then investigated background factors influencing superior to temporal ONH-tissue BF.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Subjects
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants before their participation. The procedures in this study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the institutional review board of the Tohoku University Graduate School of Medicine.
We retrospectively reviewed the medical records of 508 eyes of 319 open-angle glaucoma (OAG) patients (384 with normal-tension glaucoma [75.6%], 73 with primary OAG [21.4%], and 15 with unclassified OAG [2.9%]). The initial diagnosis was made by a glaucoma specialist (TN) between August 2012 and July 2015, and follow-up was performed at Tohoku University Hospital, located in Miyagi, Japan. After initial OAG diagnosis, each patient underwent a review of medical history, and baseline data were obtained for body height, weight, visual acuity, and IOP, as well as the results of slit-lamp, gonioscopic, and dilated funduscopic examinations. All patients met the following inclusion criteria in at least one eye: (1) glaucomatous changes to the optic disc at baseline, with corresponding VF defects, matching the Anderson-Patella criteria; (2) availability of follow-up data for at least 2 years and from 5 reliable VF tests; (3) LSFG and optical coherence tomography (OCT) data were available from within 3 months of baseline VF testing; (4) there was a normal, open angle in a gonioscopic examination; (5) IOP of 21 mm Hg, with or without medication, at baseline; (6) decimal best-corrected visual acuity of ‡0.7; (7) axial length of 26.5 mm; and (8) no intraocular surgery was performed during the follow-up period. When both eyes of a patient were eligible, both eyes were included in the analysis.
Measurement of Clinical Variables
IOP was measured with Goldmann applanation tonometry, axial length was measured with the IOL Master (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA), and the VF was measured with the SITA standard 24-2 program of the Humphrey Field Analyzer (HFA) (Carl Zeiss Meditec); only measurements with fixation errors <20%, false positives <33%, and false negatives <33% were used. Circumpapillary retinal nerve fiber layer thickness (cpRNFLT) was measured with spectral-domain OCT (3D OCT-2000; Topcon, Inc., Tokyo, Japan). The accompanying software was used to divide the peripapillary area into four sectors, namely, superior, temporal, inferior, and nasal, to obtain cpRNFLT in each sector. Before the LSFG measurements, the patients sat in a quiet room for 10 minutes, following which BP and pulse rate were measured. Mean BP and OPP were calculated as follows: mean BP ¼ diastolic BP þ 1/3 (systolic BP -diastolic BP); OPP ¼ 2/3 mean BP À IOP. When these measurements were performed more than once during the follow-up, the value measured at the closest date to baseline VF testing was selected for the analysis.
Assessment of Deep ONH BF With LSFG
ONH BF was assessed with the LSFG-NAVI device (Softcare Co., Ltd., Fukutsu, Japan), which measures mean blur rate (MBR) in arbitrary units (AUs). First, an ellipsoid was manually drawn around the ONH to define the region of interest in composite MBR color maps. The accompanying LSFG software (LSFG analyzer, version 3.1.59.0) then automatically divided the largevessel and tissue (i.e., capillary) areas of the ONH and determined vessel-area MBR and tissue-area MBR (MT) separately. 37 The focus of this study was on MT, because it has been reported to be a good indicator of BF in the deep ONH (i.e., the area of the lamina cribrosa). 21, 29 Furthermore, as all captured MBR images are synchronized to each cardiac cycle, LSFG can be used to calculate many pulse waveform parameters, including skew, blow-out score (BOS), blow-out time (BOT), rising rate (RR), falling rate (FR), flow acceleration index (FAI), acceleration time index (ATI), and resistivity index (RI). Schematic explanations and the formulas used to calculate these variables are described in detail elsewhere. 30, 38 MBR and other waveform parameters were obtained in the overall ONH and in the superior, temporal, inferior, and nasal quadrants ( Fig. 1 ).
Spatial Correspondence Among HVF Testing, OCT, and LSFG in This Study
The site-specific VF was evaluated in reference to the VF sector map established by Garway-Heath et al. 39 This study focused on the superior, central, and inferior VF sectors, ( Fig. 1 : red, orange and blue areas, respectively) because the VF sector corresponding to the nasal ONH is less important in glaucoma ( Fig. 1 : gray area). 40 Average total deviation (TD) and TD slope were calculated in each sector. The anatomic correspondence between HFA testing-derived TD and TD slope, OCT-derived cpRNFLT, and LSFG-derived MT is shown in Figure 1 .
Statistical Analysis
All data are shown as the mean 6 standard deviation. Univariate or multivariate linear mixed-effect models were used in this study. When we examined the data by sector, we set the subject variable as a random intercept. In other analyses, the ''eye'' variable was nested within the subject variable, which was set as a random intercept. The relationship between TD and LSFG-derived parameters in each sector was analyzed, adjusting for age because LSFG-derived parameters are related to age. 41 We then compared the slope between MT and TD with a multivariate model, setting MT as the response variable, and TD, age, the sectoral variable (temporal sector [reference, superior] or inferior sector [reference, superior]), and the interaction term between TD and the sectoral variable as explanatory variables. A multivariate model was used to determine contributing factors to TD slope in each sector. We then collected superior to temporal ONH data (i.e., inferior to central VF data) from each eye and used a univariate model to assess the effect of clinical factors on superior to temporal MT at baseline, adjusting for each sectoral variable (temporal sector [reference, superior]) and the interaction term with the sectoral variable. The factors that reached statistical significance in this univariate analysis were retested in a multivariate analysis. All statistical analyses were performed with R software 42 (version 3.2.5). The significance level was set at P < 0.05.
RESULTS
OCT and LSFG measurements were performed on the same date as baseline VF testing in 82.4% and 81.2% of cases, respectively. Patients were then followed for an average of 4.7 6 1.1 years and an average of 11.7 6 3.7 reliable VF tests were obtained. Table 1 shows the systemic characteristics and Table  2 shows the ocular characteristics of the patients, split by sex. Table 3 shows the relationship between LSFG-derived parameters and TD in each sector, after adjusting for age. TDsuperior was statistically significantly correlated with MTinferior, skew-inferior, BOS-inferior, BOT-inferior, FAI-inferior, and RI-inferior (b ¼ À0.18 to 0.26, P < 0.05). TD-central was correlated with MT-temporal, skew-temporal, BOS-temporal, RRtemporal, FAI-temporal, and RI-temporal (b ¼À0.25 to 0.29, P < 0.05). TD-inferior was correlated with MT-superior, skewsuperior, BOS-superior, BOT-superior, FR-superior, FAI-superior, ATI-superior, and RI-superior (b ¼ À0.32 to 0.38, P < 0.05). As shown in Supplementary Table S1, a 1 dB increase in TD in a sector was associated with an increase in MT in the corresponding sector: 0.08 AU for MT-superior, 0.04 AU for MT-temporal, and 0.05 for MT-inferior. The slope between MT and TD was statistically higher between MT-superior and TDinferior than between other sectors (P < 0.001). As shown in Table 4 , contributions were made by baseline TD-superior and cpRNFLT-inferior to TD-superior slope (b ¼À0.32, P < 0.001; b ¼ 0.36, P < 0.001, respectively), by baseline TD-central, cpRNFLT-temporal and MT-temporal to TD-central slope (b ¼ À0.10, P ¼ 0.032; b ¼ 0.11, P < 0.001; b ¼ 0.20, P ¼ 0.035), and by TD-inferior, cpRNFLT-superior, and MT-superior to TD-inferior slope (b ¼À0.29, P < 0.001; b ¼ 0.28, P < 0.001; b ¼ 0.17, P < 0.001, respectively). Figure 2 shows scatterplots comparing MT and anatomically corresponding TD or TD slope. Table 5 shows that lower cpRNFLT, older age, male sex, higher body mass index (BMI), the presence of diabetes mellitus, and the presence of sleep apnea syndrome (SAS) were associated with lower superior to temporal MT in the univariate analysis (P < 0.05). Male sex, higher BMI, and the presence of SAS remained significant in the multivariate 39 LSFG and OCT data for the nasal area, and the corresponding VF data, were excluded from the analysis (gray color area). The superior, temporal, and inferior LSFG and OCTderived variables corresponded to the inferior, central, and superior HFA-derived variables in this study. The anatomic correspondence of this data is shown by matching colors (red, orange, and blue). All data are shown as mean 6 standard deviation. analysis (P < 0.05). Figure 3 shows a representative image from an OAG patient who had SAS, low MT-superior with a delayed waveform peak, and progressive inferior VF defects.
DISCUSSION
This retrospective longitudinal medical chart review included 508 eyes of 319 OAG patients who underwent OCT and LSFG measurement at baseline and longitudinal VF testing after the baseline. We investigated sectoral differences in the relationship between ONH-tissue BF and the severity of anatomically corresponding VF defects and future progression. We found that superior to temporal ONH-tissue BF was associated with both VF defect severity and future progression. Moreover, lower superior to temporal ONH-tissue BF was associated with SAS and factors associated with SAS, such as male sex and high BMI in a multivariate analysis. These results indicate that reviewing the medical history of patients and measuring systemic and LSFG variables might be valuable tools in predicting OAG severity and future VF defect progression. We showed that superior ONH-tissue BF and corresponding inferior VF defect severity are more closely related than in other sectors in eyes with OAG. It has been reported that the inferior VF is more likely to be affected in glaucoma patients with diabetes mellitus. 43, 44 Another study reported that normal-tension glaucoma patients with signs indicating ischemic changes in brain magnetic resonance imaging had a relatively deeper depression in the inferior pericentral VF area. 33 Additionally, nonarteritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy (NA-AION) is known to typically develop into absolute inferionasal or inferior altitudinal VF defects. 45, 46 These past reports, combined with our results, indicate that the superior ONH and corresponding inferior VF is vulnerable to hypoperfusion. The underlying mechanism is still unclear, although the anatomic location of the watershed zone might explain this pathophysiology. The watershed zone is the border between the territories fed by the short posterior ciliary arteries (SPCAs). It is an area of comparatively poor vascularity and, thus, is especially vulnerable to hypoperfusion. [47] [48] [49] It has been reported that approximately 60% of the watershed zone passes through the temporal half of the ONH, which links the medial and lateral SPCAs that encircle the posterior ONH. 50 Moreover, the common involvement of the inferior VF in NA-AION can be explained by the upper anastomosis appearing less proficient than the lower one. 46, 49 We speculate that some subtypes of glaucoma might share this pathophysiology with NA-AION.
Additionally, it is interesting that not only low MT-superior but also low skew-superior, FAI-superior, FR-superior, RIsuperior, high BOS-superior, BOT-superior, and ATI-superior were associated with inferior VF defect severity. Low MBR, FAI, and RI and high BOS and BOT indicate a relative decrease in the maximum minus minimum values of a waveform, i.e., waveform flattening. Low FAI, skew and high ATI indicate slower acceleration in the rising part of the waveform, accompanied by a delay in the peak of the waveform. Low FR indicates a convex, upward-pointing shape in the declining part of the waveform, which might be related to both waveform flattening and peak delay. We previously reported that slower acceleration and peak delay in the ONH-tissue waveform occurred more often in mild normal-tension glaucoma patients than controls. 23 We speculated that this waveform change represented endothelial dysfunction in the ONH-tissue microvasculature, especially when considering past studies in the field of cardiology. [51] [52] [53] The same logic can be applied to the results of the current study, but further investigation is needed for confirmation.
The most important finding of this study was the result of the multivariate analysis showing that superior to temporal ONH-tissue BF at baseline independently contributed to corresponding VF defect progression. Several reports have studied the association between baseline ocular BF and later glaucoma progression. 15, 16, [54] [55] [56] The majority of these studies used CDI to assess BF velocity in the retrobulbar vessels, such as the ophthalmic artery, central retinal artery, and SPCA. Though SPCA is usually the main point of interest in this study field because the SPCA perfuses the lamina cribrosa, which is believed to be the primary site of lesion in glaucoma, 57 few studies have succeeded in showing an association between SPCA circulation and glaucoma progression. 16, [54] [55] [56] This may be because the SPCAs are hard to detect due to their small size and measurements thus have lower reproducibility. 18, 58 By contrast, measurements made with LSFG have the advantage of being able to directly evaluate SPCA-derived ONH-tissue BF, represented by MT, quickly and reproducibly. 19, 26, 59 Importantly, we also found that low BF was still a contributing factor to VF defect progression after matching for same-sector cpRNFLT values. Matching parameters related to ONH structure is important because BF reduction and glaucomatous neurodegeneration are considered to proceed in parallel, each contributing to the other. 7 The results of our multivariate linear mixed-effect model analysis support the theory that BF reduction can be a primary cause of later VF defect progression in the superior to temporal sector quadrants, although such a trend is not clear in the inferior sector. As discussed above, anatomic features of the superior and temporal sectors make these regions vulnerable to hypoperfusion and might thus explain these findings. However, a definitive explanation of these results awaits a future study with a larger sample size and longer follow-up period.
Several background factors may have influenced our finding that superior to temporal ONH-tissue BF was associated with both corresponding VFD severity and future VFD progression. We found that SAS, male sex, and high BMI were significantly associated with lower superior to temporal ONH-tissue BF, even after adjustment for same-sector cpRNFLT values and other confounding factors. Interestingly, these factors have been reported to be associated with each other and can be linked to SAS. [60] [61] [62] There have been many reports indicating an association between SAS and the pathophysiology of glauco-ma. 63, 64 Early reports on this association speculated that it was caused by increased IOP during apnea events while sleeping, but later, it was demonstrated that apnea events in fact significantly reduced average IOP. 65 Therefore, IOP-independent factors, including vascular impairment, have become increasingly suspected as explaining the close link between SAS and glaucoma. In comparison to females, males with obesity typically show increased upper-body fat, including in the neck, where it can lead to airway obstruction. 66 As a reaction to life-threatening airway obstruction, hypoxemia and sympathetic nerve activation can occur, leading to vascular endothelial dysfunction. 67 We speculate that OAG patients with SAS develop atherosclerotic changes in the ocular vessels and that this then leads to ONH-tissue BF impairment. However, a prospective study will be necessary to clarify the mechanism underlying our findings.
Our study has several limitations. First, it was a retrospective, longitudinal study of patients of a single ethnicity, and the patients were followed for varying lengths of time with a varying number of VF tests. Therefore, there is a need for a future prospective, longitudinal study with a more diverse population to confirm our results. Second, the current study emphasized baseline predictors of progression. Changes over time in cpRNFLT, MT, and other factors were not assessed during the follow-up. Further investigation of these factors and relationships may help to better understand glaucoma progression. Third, our observation of a stronger correlation between MT-superior and TD-inferior and TD-inferior slope might simply be due to a more limited distribution of values, with the values for opposite-side TD-superior having a narrower range. Although the average value was worse for TD-superior than TD-inferior, reflecting the characteristics of glaucomatous VF defects, both ranged widely (TD-inferior: from À33.8 to 2.5 dB; TD-superior: from À32.8 to 2.5 dB). Additionally, when we added TD-superior to the third model, shown in Table 4 , the contribution of MT-superior was almost unchanged (b ¼ 0.17, P < 0.001) and model fitting did not improve (P ¼ 0.890, ANOVA), indicating that the contribution of MT-superior to TD-inferior slope was not affected by the severity of opposite-side TD-superior. A possible fourth limitation of our study was the use of medication by our subjects. Several types of antiglaucoma eye drops have been reported to have a protective effect on BF. [68] [69] [70] [71] However, considering that patients with more severe glaucoma take more antiglaucoma medications, VF defect severity and its progression would likely have been even worse without the use of these drugs. Therefore, it is unlikely that these drugs led to an overestimation of the association between ONH-tissue BF and corresponding VF defect severity and progression. Fifth, as our review of the patients' medical history was based on selfreporting, we might have over-or underestimated the prevalence of systemic diseases. However, we believe that our finding of prevalence of SAS is reasonable because it matches the other observed variables, which have reported to be associated with SAS. Nevertheless, a future investigation including a detailed, objective assessment of SAS, such as provided by apnea hypopnea index, is needed.
In conclusion, this retrospective medical chart review revealed that superior to temporal ONH-tissue BF might be affected by SAS and was related to anatomically corresponding VF defect severity and future VF defect progression. These results indicate that medical history review, measurement of systemic variables, and measurement with LSFG might be useful in glaucoma care.
